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Main objectives of EXWE
Ø To provide realistic − neither too optimistic nor too
conservative − probability estimates of exceptional
weather and sea level conditions in the current and
future climate
=> Relevance of the results in
§ the determination of the design basis for new power plant units
§ the Probabilistic Risk Assessment of new and existing NPPs
§ periodic safety reviews of existing NPPs

Ø To provide a modern platform for assessing dispersion
of accidental releases into the atmosphere, at multiple
transport and time scales.
Ø The aim is to make the analyses as
close to the NPP sites as feasible
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External hazards* for a nuclear facility
According to Guide YVL B.7, at least the following phenomena shall be considered:

Ø Meteorological phenomena
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

high and low atmospheric temperature
high and low air pressure as well as fluctuations of air pressure
high winds including tornadoes and downbursts
Extreme
lightning
convective
rain, hail
weather
snow
freezing rain and splashes from sea or watercourses
atmospheric moisture, fog, mist, rime ice
drought
electromagnetic interference caused by solar flares

Ø High and low sea water level and external floods
Ø Ice and frazil ice
Ø Other external events endangering seawater and raw water supply
•
•

algae, other plant life and organisms and their remains
oil and other fouling chemicals

Red: Considered in this presentation
* Excluding earthquakes
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Hazard curves for extreme events
Main challenges:
Ø Estimates for the probabilities of occurrence of extremely rare
events, unseen in the past 100 years of observations and
corresponding to return periods of thousands or even millions
of years, are needed.
Ø The ongoing climate change may alter the frequencies and
severity of the events in the future.

Study material and methods:
•
•
•
•
•

instrumental records, eyewitness observations
meteorological reanalysis data
high-resolution atmospheric modelling, climate model output
extreme value distributions
machine learning

Extreme convective weather in summer
o thunderstorms, hail, tornadoes, downbursts, heavy rainfall
•
•
•

Lightning => power supply, control systems, external power transmission grid
Heavy rain => safety equipment, especially electric power supply and control systems
High wind speed => external power transmission grid connection, air intakes

• An increasing trend in summertime atmospheric instability,
favouring thunderstorm initiation, over the past 40 years (1979-2018)
• The occurrence of the unstable environments correlate very well with observed
lightning densities in Finland.
• A small (statistically insignificant) decrease in mean summertime number of strong
deep-layer wind shear environments in Finland, controlling convective storm types
Mean summertime (May-Aug) CAPE and flash density

Ref: Ukkonen &
Mäkelä (2018,
EXWE D1.1.2)
1980

2020

CAPE= convective available potential energy (a measure of atmospheric instability)
derived from ERA5 reanalysis, a “best-guess” of past weather and climate5
(weather observations assimilated into a numerical weather prediction model)

Lightning extreme peak currents
• Extreme value
distribution of
lightning peak current
based on lightning
location data
(Europe)
• For positive and
negative strokes
separately
• 1000-year return level
estimates:
○ 520 kA (neg)
○ 620 kA (pos)
Ref: Mäkelä et al.
(2018, EXWE D1.1.3)

Mäkelä et al. (2018)

Severe freezing rain
o Supercooled rain freezes on contact with solid objects and forms a coating of ice

A method for estimating the occurrence of
freezing rain (Kämäräinen et al. 2017a)
• Future climate projections

Probability

v NPPs: blockage of intakes of i) ventilation air and ii) emergency diesel generator
combustion air
Hanhikivi

Spatially-averaged
probabilities of a 6-hour
interval having freezing
rain above a fixed
intensity (mm/6h)
during a year

<= Regional climate model data

Freezing rain probabilities are projected
to increase in northern and decrease
in southern Europe in the future
(Kämäräinen et al. 2018)

Probability

Amount (mm/6h)

Very severe FZRA at the Finnish NPP sites:

Amount (mm/6h)

1971-2000
Probability

• No clear signals of change
(possibly some increases in Hanhikivi,
decreases in Olkiluoto)
• The co-occurence of freezing rain and
high wind speeds: no conclusive results

Olkiluoto

Loviisa

2021–2050 RCP4.5
2021–2050 RCP8.5

Amount (mm/6h)
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Ref: Kämäräinen et al. (2017b, EXWE D1.3.1); Jylhä et al. (2018)

Intense coastal snowfall
v NPPs: Intense snowfall might lead to a blockage of
ventilation air intakes and emergency diesel generator
combustion air intakes
Ø Objective: To increase knowledge about the occurrence
of intense snowfall on the Finnish coast and to identify
the main triggering factors that induce them.

Sea-effect snowfall case in Merikarvia
on 8 January 2016

Cold air mass
over warm
water surface

(-18°C)

(0°C)

https://mrcc.illinois.edu/cliwatch/eNews/observer
_201210_full.html

• A new national record: 73 cm of
new snow in a day*
• The overall situation was quite well captured by
simulations with HARMONIE-AROME, a highresolution non-hydrostatic numerical weather
prediction model (Olsson et al., 2017).
• Co-operation with Estonian (Olsson et al. 2018)
and Swedish researches (on-going in a follow-up
project in SAFIR2022).
FMI weather radar animation

* The previous record, 50 cm, was measured in Rauma on 21 November 1971
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http://www.ilmastokatsaus.fi/wpcontent/uploads/2016/01/merikarvia_lumisade
_tutka.gif

Extreme sea level and wave events
Coastal flooding is always
caused by a combination of
several factors:

Main results in SAFIR2018
Probability distributions of

Mean sea level

●

Coastal flooding in current and future climate
(the joint effect of sea level and waves)

• Land uplift

●

Mean sea level change in Finland by 2100

• Wind climate

●

The occurrence of meteotsunamis in Finland

• Global sea level rise

Short-term variations
• Water exchange in the
Danish Straits
• Storm surges

Meltwater on
the Greenland
Flooding in Helsinki, Jan 2005 Ice Sheet

Meteotsunami in
Vela Luka,
Croatia, 1978

• Seiches
• Meteotsunamis
Wind waves
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Joint effect of sea level and waves
Method to evaluate more accurately location-specific coastal flooding risks,
combining three probability distributions:
Long-term mean
sea level scenarios

1

Wave height distribution (local
wave measurements needed –
often a limiting factor)

Combined distribution:
exceedance frequencies
for different heights of the
joint effect

Sea levels
up to 2100

2

Short-term sea level
variations

3

Location-specific
flood risk
estimates

Mean sea level change in Finland
Sea level rise
Postglacial
land uplift

Changes in wind climate
● Sea level is expected to rise
especially in southern Finland
● Large uncertainties
Hanhikivi

1%
5%
50%
95%
99%

Olkiluoto

Loviisa

RCP2.6 RCP4.5 RCP8.5 RCP2.6 RCP4.5 RCP8.5 RCP2.6 RCP4.5 RCP8.5
-88
-80
-65
-67
-59
-44
-28
-19
-3
-81
-71
-54
-61
-51
-33
-21
-10
8
-61
-47
-22
-41
-26
-1
0
15
42
-37
-1
59
-16
22
84
25
64
129
-23
29
108
-2
54
135
39
97
181

Estimated changes in mean sea level at the NPP
sites in 2000–2100 (cm) at different probability
levels (Pellikka and Johansson, 2019)

Meteotsunamis
Meteotsunami = meteorological tsunami; tsunami created through air–sea
interaction (air pressure disturbance moving above the sea – in Finland,
thunderstorms)
● Virtually nothing was known
about meteotsunami
occurrence in Finland
before the EXWE research
● Dozens of meteotsunamis
were identified in sea level
observations from 1920
onwards (heights typically
20–30 cm, up to 1 m)
● First estimates of hazard
curves for NPP sites
drafted
Meteotsunami occurrence in Hanko and Hamina
from 1920 onwards. The events of each year are
stacked; dark-coloured events have been
confirmed from air pressure data.

High-resolution meteorological
and dispersion modelling
Coastal meteorological systems affecting
dispersion of potential releases into the air

•
•
•

Sea-breeze circulation
Low-level jets
Internal atmospheric boundary layer

• HARMONIE/AROME weather prediction
system & SILAM dispersion model
• 500 m x 1 hour resolution
• Hypothetical release from the Loviisa NPP

Details of individual episodes average out in
long-term average fields. But for accidental
releases it is the episodes that matter.
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Ref: Sofiev et al. (2019, EXWE D3.1.1)

Summary
• A significant positive trend in Finland over the past 40 years was
detected in a traditionally-used predictor of thunderstorms.
• If in any of the three NPP sites, the probability of severe freezing rain
might increase in Hanhikivi in the future.
• Simulations of four past coastal snowfall cases with a numerical
weather prediction system revealed similarities in their patterns.
• Improved coastal flooding risk estimates were made by examining
the joint effect of high sea level and wind waves.
• The availability of local wave measurements is a limiting factor in
calculating accurate flood risk estimates that take into account the effect
of waves.
• Other sea level research topics included meteotsunamis, sea level
and wave model validation as well as mean sea level scenarios on
the Finnish coast over the 21st century.
• Flow patterns in summertime sea-breeze circulation and their impacts
on atmospheric dispersion of potential releases can be realistically
simulated, provided that a sufficiently high resolution is used in the
meteorological and dispersion simulations.
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Concluding remarks
ü The phenomena to be studied were selected based on
feedback and enquires from the end-users:
§ the power companies designing and running the Finnish
nuclear power plants, and
§ the nuclear safety authorities defining the safety regulations
for constructions of and operations in the power plants.

ü Some of the results are useful for other sectors as well, such
as power transmission and distribution infrastructure, urban
planning and bioenergy.

FORBIO: Sustainable, climate-neutral
and resource-efficient forest-based
bioeconomy

Risk Analysis of
Infrastructure Network
in Response to
Extreme Weather

CLIM4ENERGY - A service providing climate
change indicators tailored for the energy sector

Thank you for listening!
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